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■ A very brief introduction to each of 
the team members saying what their 
role in the team was and how you 
worked together as a team.

■ The reasons why you think your 
team’s robot would be a useful 
addition to Helperbot’s product 
range.

■ Evidence of the research and 
planning process. E.g., photos or 
screenshots of your design journal 
(with voice-over to explain).

■ Photos of robot prototypes during 
the development stage

■ Video footage of your robot in action 
- if possible show your robot working 
in a variety of contexts.

■ Evidence of the programming (eg 
screenshots with voice-over 
discussion).

You have just been given an 
opportunity to submit an idea to 
apply for a highly sought after 
developer position with the 
world-famous HelperBot company.  
HelperBot company produces a 
range of robots that have as their 
main purpose to help people in 
everyday tasks. Some of the robots 
are used in family homes, some are 
used in offices, and others are 
specifically designed to help people 
with disabilities to perform 
everyday tasks. Each year, Helper 
Bot runs a competition, facilitated 
by RoboCup Junior New Zealand, to 
identify new talent to join its team.

Submission Brief



A Helper robot that 
senses objects and help 
people that live alone 
and are lonely. It will 
also help people get 

over the fear of human 
communication. 

Year 8

Year 8

Year 7



Voice

Wheels



Trinity - Building - Slideshow - Design 

Ayden - Building - Coding - Design - Slideshow

Sophie -Building - Coding - Slideshow - Design- Movie



Helper bot

microbit

https://sites.google.com/view/robocuponline/helper-bot-challenge?authuser=0
https://microbit.org/get-started/first-steps/set-up/


Day 1 We first built the base but we realised the wheels were not going to plan so we then researched more and problem solved. Our 
next move is to finish our coding and figure out how to sense objects in the way. 
Day 2 we are focusing on coding our robot to sense things in the way and be able to turn without landing on its face. Recently 
Bubbles has just made her first visit to the local hospital as one of the team member got to excited and fell and dropped her. 
Day 3  We´ve had a slight problem with our robot because it is flat and we cannot program it, so we have put it on charge and have 
been working on our slideshow and planning out next motive. We have found out that in order for our robot to have sound we have to 
connect it to a sound chip. 
Day 4  we are focusing on the sound for our robot which we will try to get out of our sound chip. 
Day 5 the sound chip is not working so we are doing some research on how to make it work. After a lot of work we found a better 
way to get the sound to work and that is with a speaker that we will try to attach to our robot.
Day 6 we have got our sound thro to our speaker and now we have to find a way to attach the speaker to our robot without falling 
off and braking
Day 7 we have completed our robot with the sound and the code is right all we need to do is start our video and send it to the 
competition
Day 8 we have got our sound and movement working and now we are doing the finishing touches and making sure that it is running 
smoothly
Day 9 Today we are dismantling our robot and taking the boxes to the next class.
Day 10 Today We are finishing our code/ debugging and getting ready for our visitors 
Day 11 Today we are working on our video and pdf. Documentation. 



1. Research  
2. Plan build
3. Start build
4. Code
5. Test
6. Fix mistakes
7. Re test
8. Decorate
9. Practise run

Before/after



We have learnt that Helper bot is a big 
company that build robots that clean, cook, 
etc. We know that there is already a 
Window-bot, Vacubot, Mowerbot, Mopperbot 
and a Poolbot. We did some more research 
about how to get some sound to the robot and 
we found that a speaker is one of the ways to 
get sound so we tried it and it worked



Our progress has been decorating Bubbles and 
have updated her coding. We have also been 
trying to program the ultrasonic sensor so 
that our robot can detect stuff. We can now 
make Bubbles sense and object in her way and 
move back we have also started our iMovie 
and have found a way for Bubbles to turn, we 
can now use sound and make our robot 
communicate. We added a handle on the back 
to hold but  we realised that it was just 
causing us problems so we took off.







Our robot is one of a kind she is a gentle robot with a funny 
side. Bubble has developed over time and she is very intelligent 
and unique a lot of helper to are to vacuum and wash windows 
etc… but our robot is different she comforts people and lets 
them know that they are loved. Our robot will become friends 
with their owner and keep them company. Bubbles will also 
help people get over their fear of human communication. 



https://youtu.be/83-8K6RPC4w

https://youtu.be/83-8K6RPC4w



